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Abstract 
Increasing use of small screen technologies is creating 
opportunities to engage in highly coordinative activities 
for multiple users with multiple screens in collocated 
settings. However, the use of visually segregated small 
screen technologies such as smartphones, tablets, and 
laptops among collocated people creates an 
interactional quandary in which interactors are (1) 
required to allocate and manage their attentions in 
carrying out perceptible social interactions within 
cotemporal/cospacial settings, while at the same time 
(2) managing concealed cognitively-engrossing digital 
interactions through transtemporal/transspatial digital 
media, and (3) also expected to operate across these 
two heterogeneous interactional channels, the social 
and the digital. The authors call such increasingly 
pervasive interactional space triple-space, and it 
signifies how we, technology users, manage our 
everyday activities within and through these complex, 
multi-layered, disparate, yet concurrently existing 
interactional channels. A situation of seeing the other 
but not being able to see what captures his/her 
attention is endemic. 

Interest & Experiences 
Digital technologies are everywhere, and impact our 
day-to-day lives, redefining and restructuring what it 
means to interact with each other. Winograd and Flores 
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[6] once noted that unlike minor innovations such as 
automatic transmission (which made automobile driving 
just a little bit easier), innovations in digital 
technologies are so radical that they instigate a whole 
new paradigm shift for human interactions. Indeed, 
advances in technologies over the past few decades 
have emancipated people from temporal and spacial 
limitations, enabling people at a distance to interact 
with each other and carry out both synchronous and 
asynchronous social interactions. In addition, 
technologies also have impacted how co-located people 
sharing physical communal space carry out and 
coordinate their joint activities. 

In triple-space interactions [2–4], people can attend (or 
dis-attend) in the shared verbal space or in the shared 
computational space. The question is how much shared 
cognitive space they really do share or even seek to 
share. Knowing how people coordinate their joint 
activities in triple space is an indispensable part of 
collaborative technology design. Yet, we, digital 
technology designers still do not fully understand how 
the design choices we make will impact the 
interactional choices users make in the moment of 
interaction. From a design point of view, coordination is 
radically under-theorized and under-explored. 

Moreover, while designing collaborative technologies in 
general is not an easy task, designing collaborative 
technologies on very personalized small screen devices 
is an even more formidable task. As Cook 
demonstrated this year at Apple’s special event for the 
unveiling of the Apple Watch, smart computing devices 
are becoming ever more “personal [1]”. However, at 
the same time, what technology designers are trying to 
build into these very personalized devices are highly 

collaborative technologies. When developing 
technologies on these small screen computing 
platforms, designers are expected to handle two 
seemingly incompatible concepts—personal and 
collaborative. 

The designers at Apple harnessed years of published 
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and Computer 
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) research into 
their product when they provided users ways to interact 
with their significant others on an extremely 
personalized smart-watch by enabling users to send 
their own heartbeats to another user. (e.g. [5]). Yet, 
the design problem is still far from its resolution. We 
still do not understand how such interactions will 
impact people’s emotions, behaviors and lives. In 
addition, most of the collaborative technologies built 
into these small screen devices today still remain 
largely for distributed groups of people. Even though 
computing technologies have as much impact on co-
located users as they do on distant ones, not much 
research has explored the impact of computing 
technologies among the co-located. 

Noticing that the needs for studying the impact of 
mediating technologies among collocated people are 
current and large, the authors [2–4] has conducted a 
series of studies to investigate collocated triple-space 
interactions among triads playing a collaborative 
problem-solving game using distributed technologies on 
conventional computing devices.  

Any inquiry into triple space—whether one takes an 
experimental, ethnographic, or ethnomethodological 
stance—needs to start by locating and exploring three 
constituents of the interaction: individuals, technologies 



 

and groups. These three constituting entities interact 
with one another, affecting the group processes as well 
as the interactors’ individual experiences within the 
group settings (after all, triple space is all about the 
individuals using technologies while carrying out joint 
activities as a group). These three entities are not 
unique to triple space. In fact, many existing models 
and theories of human computer interaction, computer 
mediated communication (and interaction), human 
coordination, group work and management science 
research deal with one or more of these entities (if not 
all). 

 Figure 1: Four Interaction Loci in Triple Space  

Triple space framework is, however, unique in that it 
identifies the three entities (individuals, technologies 
and groups) in its three conceptual frames 
(experimental, ethnographic, and 
ethnomethodological), and uses them to locate four key 
points of interaction. These four points of interaction 
are illustrated in Figure 1. The first two points of 

interaction are between a person and a technology. 
These bi-directional interactions are frequently studied 
in cognitive/experimental psychology, cognitive 
science/neuroscience, and HCI. The third point of 
interaction circumscribes the intercommunications 
among the distributed technologies. Such interactions 
are mostly studied in computer science. The last point 
of interaction is between and among the individuals, 
and encompasses a wide variety of social interactions. 
These social interactions are typically studied by social 
scientists and CSCW researchers. 

By investigating triple space interactions, the authors 
so far identified a set of findings. One of the first 
findings was that there was considerable variety in how 
groups accomplished the work. Some satisfied groups 
talked a lot but other satisfied groups did not. Talk was 
diagnostic of satisfaction but lack of talk was not 
diagnostic of dissatisfaction. In fact, groups that had 
little or no discourse differed considerably from one 
another. One kind of group completed the joint tasks 
very well without observable markers frequently 
associated with success. Others were less successful in 
the task goal but managed difficult interpersonal 
situations [4]. 

Satisfaction level varied more considerably amongst 
people who spoke very little compared to those who 
spoke quite a lot. Highly communicative participants 
tended to be satisfied. There existed no individuals who 
were highly communicative but fell below the middle of 
the scale for satisfaction. However, uncommunicative 
people covered the spectrum of satisfaction. 

In addition, when groups who used distributed 
technologies on computers were compared with groups 



 

who used plain pencil and paper, people in the 
technology condition talked much less than people in 
the paper-control condition [2]. 

Open Research Issues 
The authors are still exploring triple space interactions 
among the collocated users. By exploring how different 
technology design choices impact mediated interactions 
among collocated participants, this research aims to 
find how technology designs influence moment to 
moment interactions, and deliver a set of design 
guidelines for designing highly collaborative 
technologies on extremely personalized devices. 

Questions the research will still need to address include 
(but will not be limited to) the following: 

(1) How does the difference in the technology design 
influence collocated triads’ contributions to group 
discourse? 

(2) How does the difference in the technology design 
influence collocated triads’ collaborative behaviors? 

The larger research question governing the research is 
“Based on the current phenomenology, can we develop 
and test a design intervention that has some of the 
desired properties?” Such a design intervention and the 
associated test would then serve as a proof-of-concept 
for further work in this area. 

Workshop Goals 
I hope to get feedbacks from researchers who share 
similar research interests.  
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